
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHO WE ARE, WHY THIS ASSOCIATION? 
 

 

Of Italian origin, in addition to their respective careers in the fashion and aeronautical 

engineering sectors, the Founders Anna PAGANI and Gian-Luigi ELIA, have always been 

involved in the Humanitarian field, devoting their time and effort to the most vulnerable 

members of society. The PAGANI – ELIA family has implemented various actions including: 

 

-Donating to the needy 

 

-Sponsoring children in Brazil 

 

-Offering a holiday to Romanian orphans and children from poor families  

 

-Helping the seriously sick, liaising with doctors and specialists, obtaining priority 

appointments 

 

-Monitoring the construction of 2 crèches in Central Africa, thanks to Monegasque funds 

 

 

In 2011 the PAGANI – ELIA family set up a “Grant” programme for students from 

CASTAGNOLE DELLE LANZE (Piedmont – Italy) in order to encourage youth to train and 

to pursue higher education. In the same year, the Monegasque Association PAGANI – ELIA 

was created. 

 

Anna PAGANI decided to become a member of MONACO COLLECTIF 

HUMANITAIRE in the Principality of Monaco, created on the 

occasion of HSH the Sovereign Prince’s 50th birthday in March 

2008, the aim of which is to cover the costs of a child’s stay and 

surgical procedure for children from disadvantaged countries 

suffering from serious cardiologic or orthopaedic disease, treatment 

for which would not have been possible in their countries of origin, 

in cooperation with the CARDIOTHORACIC CENTRE, the 

PRINCESS GRACE HOSPITAL (CHPG), the MONACO 

INSTITUTE OF SPORTS MEDICINE AND SURGERY (IM2S), 

thus enabling these children to benefit from the most advanced 

medical technology and the support of eminent specialists, whose 

action is wholly voluntary. 

 

 

Choosing to join this collective among so many others in the world was motivated by 

its sound management, the traceability of financial donations (managed by the MONACO RED 

CROSS), and the level of achievement – from 2008 to 2013 over 220 children were treated 

successfully.  
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Therefore, in a world where economic instability has led to political and social unrest, 

promoting even more suffering, and affecting primarily the most vulnerable populations, the 

PAGANI – ELIA family has chosen to make its contribution by helping the weakest, both from 

a financial point of view by pledging a portion of its family heritage, and through its active 

involvement by devoting much time and energy to the Association’s activities. Committed to a 

sustainable approach, the Monegasque Association PAGANI – ELIA is proof that everyone 

can play a role in this noble adventure the aim of which is to relieve all forms of suffering, in 

order to offer a brighter future to every human being.  

 

“My greatest reward was to see joy and life return to the eyes of the young Ibrahim” 

Anna PAGANI 

 

SOCIAL 

 
The association’s actions are carried out both in 

emergency situations and on a long term basis through 

development: financial aid for the most deprived, assistance 

for those in distress, support for field projects in order to 

advance human, economic and social rights in the world. 

 

 

EDUCATION 

 
Education is a powerful emancipating tool for 

humankind; that is why the Association supports aid 

programmes focused on this aspect. 

Our goal: to deliver literacy in developing countries, to set up new educational and 

training facilities, to provide student grants, to disseminate culture. 

 

 

HEALTH 

 
The Association, in cooperation with doctors and 

specialists, is fully committed to providing medical and surgical 

care to all those who do not have the necessary resources, 

particularly children. 

 

Our priority: action 

 

ART 

 
Because art is a human creation, very often a 

human being’s finest expression, the Association 

provides material support to artists in order to promote 

their creations, and associates its name to all cultural 

initiatives of public interest. 


